Sol De Goa
Opp. Bank of India,
Bhatiwado Nerul,
Bardez Goa 403114
www.soldegoa.com
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SOL DE GOA
IS A NEW JOURNEY
WITH OLD GOA TRADITIONS
AT IT’S HEART

Sol de Goa is a new hotel inspired but old Goan sensibilities. Situated
in the north and a short drive from Calangute, it was built as a haven
for travelers who prefer Goa as it once was: quite, restful and familiar.
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GOAN
BY DESIGN

Sol de Goa is for travellers who pursue the unhurried life. A place
that was created to have the atmosphere and flavour of Goa as it
used to be. Sol de Goa’s cosy bar recalls familiar living rooms and
dining rooms fit for a Sunday family meal.
Sol de Goa is inspired by an age when you could hear the strum of a
guitar on a quiet night, and homes were filled with the sounds of
clinking glasses and conversation.
Sit back and indulge your inner daydreamer. Around Sol de Goa are
green fields and open spaces and a slow creek that winds into the
Sinquerim River.
Designed by Tarun Tahiliani, it retains an essential Goan character
with cool rooms, dark woods and light walls, a red slate roof, and a
centre lush with green foliage. The rooms have soft four-poster
beds, antique cupboards and the quiet corridors outside look onto a
courtyard with a calm, shallow pool.
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FOOD
FOR YOUR SOUL’

The environs of Sol de Goa’s bar and lounge are deeply intimate. Sinking
into a corner seat isn’t an option, but kicking off your shoes and curling up
is. But you knew that already.
Follow it up with a meal in our snug dining room. It’s big enough to know
your neighbours, and small enough for a conversation with yourself as
well. Our meticulously prepared Mexican, Spanish, Italian, Goan, Thai,
Continental and Indian offerings go with an extensive selection of reds and
whites, cocktails, single malts, and good old rum. It’s like having a feast
in the comfort of your own home minus the work.
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DO NOTHING

DREAM, READ
Sol de Goa has 21 well-appointed luxury rooms and four suites
with a scenic river view.
Entering Sol de Goa’s bedrooms, you’ll be struck by how
different they are from regular hotel rooms. The beds are
intricately handcrafted and the cupboards are beautifully aged. It
all feels so familiar. First books are written in rooms like these.
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RELAX
At Sol de Goa, we believe that our guests leave home to come home. Our
manager and our staff at Sol de Goa ensure that eveything, from your
breakfast to your day’s itnerary, goes just the way you want it. So your
holidays remain holidays.
We’re situated close to Candolim’s beach and its varied shopping
destinations, so if solace isn’t your thing, let us know. Well work out a
neat itinerary. If you decide to stay in, you could loll by the pool, catch
up on your reading in the courtyard, or live shows in the evenings for
your entertainment.
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CORPORATE PARTIES

COCKTAILS
,

FAMILY & FRIEND REUNIONS,
REPARTEES.

Work won’t feel like work at Sol de Goa’s conference room. The
calm surroundings offer a quiet and comfortable place to discuss
your business, and a unique environment that inspires new
directions. Our conference room comfortably accomodates up to
20 people and ensures that you don’t miss a word.
For your family, their families and their friends, Sol de Goa’s
surroundings provide plenty of places to chat, catch up and
lounge about. It’s like home but at someone else’s place.
And that’s just why, for weddings and anniversaries, and the
things that fall in between. Sol de Goa’s intimate setting makes
for events to remember.
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TO AND FROM

DISTANCES
SOL DE GOA

Dabolim Airport..................................40 km
Calangute beach / Baga (2 min)....... 7 km
Thivim Railway Station......................20 km
Madgaon Railway Station..................40 km
Candolim beach................................ 2 km
Panaji, capital city............................12 km
Anjuna Flea Market...........................12 km

CONTACT US
ASHLEY THOMAS, General Manager
T: +91-832-6714141

M: +91-9967887198

@: GM@soldegoa.com

W: soldegoa.com
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